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Abstract—Semi-structured processes are business workflows, where the execution of the workflow is not completely controlled by a workflow engine, i.e., an implementation of a formal workflow model. Examples are workflows where actors potentially have interaction with customers reporting the result of the interaction in a process aware information system. Building a performance model for resource management in these processes is difficult since the information required for a performance model is only partially recorded. In this paper we propose a systematic approach for the creation of an event log that is suitable for available process mining tools. This event log is created by an incrementally cleansing of data. The proposed approach is evaluated in a case study where the quality of the derived event log is assessed by domain experts.

I. INTRODUCTION

Semi-structured processes are business workflows, where the execution of the workflow is not completely controlled by a workflow engine, i.e., an implementation of a formal workflow model. Examples can be found in scenarios where several people potentially from different organizations cooperate e.g. in creating a yearly progress report or writing a scientific paper. Other examples are workflows where people interact with clients and/or paper documents which are used to insert, approve, or validate information in a potentially Web based information system. These Web based information systems can be an application server or orchestrated services e.g., using BPEL.

Nevertheless, in these scenarios it is important for the management to better understand the process, the characteristics of activities, and the performance of individual employees. Lacking such knowledge makes it hard to predict the load of resources and to make a balanced resource planning. For example, it is difficult to predict the ability of the business to handle higher workload due, for example, to a promotion activity or to vacations.

Independent of the workflow’s implementation, the underlying information system may keep track of the completion time of an activity but cannot record the start time of an activity. Such an information system cannot detect for instance when a conversation with a client starts or when an employee starts to read a paper request form of a client. Thus, it is not possible to build a classical performance model and use existing process analysis techniques like those described in [1] before enriching the data with the activities’ start times.

Therefore, in this paper we aim to use the available log information to perform data analysis and data cleansing in order to get an estimate of the starting time, from which the underlying performance model can be further inferred. Thus, we propose a structured approach to investigate and cleanse the observed event data. The result is an estimated starting time for each event. In case the estimated starting time is not trustworthy we report it as ‘unknown’.

II. USE CASE

The proposed approach has been motivated and evaluated on a real-life use case. Due to a non-disclosure agreement the labels of activities have been made more generic and no absolute performance data is provided. The use case is the semi-structured processes in the front-office of a service provider for a financial company. The service provider uses a web service-based application to quickly set up semi-structured financial processes without developing the same components repetitively. A typical front office employee handles applications of clients for, e.g., a loan, insurance or savings account, at the office counter, but also Internet and telephone applications. Typical activities in the front office are talking to the client, collecting and verifying client documents, do some automatic checks (e.g., a credit check), handling the contracting, and sending the application to the back office for further handling.

The framework provides a proprietary process modeling language which is based on states, and manual and automatic state changes, performed respectively by an employee or by the software. The expressiveness of the modeling language is comparable to that of Finite State Automata, thus supports loops but no parallelism. Due to the processes at hand, the system only documents the completion of a state change (activity), and thus not the starting of an activity.

The data used in the use case have been collected from the end of September 2010 until mid February 2011. It should be noted that users spend only part of their time working in this system. However, we can state that the average number of hours per user spend working in the framework system stays approximately the same over the investigated period of time.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The challenge posed with semi-structured processes is that start times of activities cannot automatically recorded by the underlying system. Another challenge is that users often work on more than one process and therefore the percentage of time a user is working on the process under investigation is unknown. Further, 'internal' activities like e.g., meetings, coffee breaks, early departure of an employee are not documented and therefore are not available for the start time estimation.

After estimating a start time, the derived performance model has to be applied carefully. Since employees work on more than one process of which no performance model is available, it is impossible to make statements about how fast the incoming requests can be processed. However, an estimate of how many hours the employees have to spend on the process to handle these requests can be determined. This is valuable information for the management, which should have an overview of the workload caused by other processes.

In this paper we assume the existence of a process execution log file, which contains information about the case ID, the State Change ID, the Completion Time, the ID of the user performing the state change, the source and the target state. The State Change ID provides a complete order on all state changes. The Completion Time provides a partial order of state changes. An example of a log file is depicted in Table I, which will be used as an example later in the paper. The table is partly visualized in Fig 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case ID</th>
<th>State Change ID</th>
<th>Completion Time</th>
<th>User ID</th>
<th>Source State</th>
<th>Target State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9:44:14</td>
<td>Andy</td>
<td>Initial State</td>
<td>Process Start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9:49:14</td>
<td>Andy</td>
<td>New Request</td>
<td>Send Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10:15:00</td>
<td>Peter</td>
<td>Send Request</td>
<td>Control Opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>09:05:00</td>
<td>Andy</td>
<td>Control Opening</td>
<td>Credibility Check</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I
EXAMPLE STATE TRANSITION LOG

In the following we assume that the process is involving potentially multiple systems each providing part of the log information. However, we are not addressing neither data integration problems such as entity resolution problems of event log information nor syntactic or semantic data integration problems.

IV. APPROACH

The approach presented here is based on the steps depicted in Fig 2. A first cleansing step is performed on the raw event data. Next the cleansed data is used to infer an initial estimate of the start time for each activity. The initial start time estimates may be overwritten in later cleansing steps. The following cleansing step investigates special situations per process instance (also called case). The last cleansing step is the histogram based cleansing removing outliers, i.e., exceptionally high durations of activities. The final step investigates dependencies of activity durations cross process instances and categorical data like, e.g., the weekday or the experience of a user. Thus, the final step tries to verify whether the independence assumption used in a performance model is actually supported by available data. The final result is a cleansed event log, which can be used for the mining of a control flow and for performance analysis using existing tools.

A. Raw Event Data Cleansing

The initial step of the data cleansing is to make sure that the basic characterization as given in Sect III actually applies to the event log data. In particular, we are checking whether the partial order of the Completion Time and the complete order of the State Change ID are not conflicting with each other. A reason for conflicting order relations could be the delayed logging caused by executing the workflow in a distributed infrastructure or by performing external service invocations.

The second step of the cleansing aims to ensure the reliability of the data, thus, establishes whether the data at hand reflects normal operation of the system or an exceptional mode of operation. An example of an exceptional mode of operation are network problems in a distributed infrastructure.

A summary of the cleansing rules of raw data can be found in Table II. The table contains a rule number, the title of the rule which matches the subsection heading, static and dynamic requirements, and the recommended cleansing action. Static requirements are based on characteristic of the workflow and infrastructure, while dynamic requirements are evaluated based on the event log data.

1) Delayed logging: The logging of events and how it is realized in the infrastructure may result in a violation of the partial order of Completion Time and the total order of

Figure 2. Cleansing rules overview
An inconsistency of the two orders can be caused by the fact that the Completion Time of an activity is determined at a different point in time than the moment when the number representing the State Change ID is assigned. This can occur because

- the systems assigning Completion Time and State Change ID are running on different systems and therefore the network delay causes time differences, or
- the definition of activity completion varies for the Completion Time and the State Change ID.

In either case it is important to have an complete order. Thus, a new complete order has to be defined based on the available orders. We keep the inconsistent orders since the fact that there are inconsistencies is important information for further cleansing steps. Since the new order is complete but is potentially based on a partial order, the maximum time difference between two elements which have the same partial order relation to all other elements determines the accuracy effectively provided by the new complete order and therefore the accuracy of the achievable performance model.

In the use case (see Sect II), the system is web based and thus distributed over multiple systems (see Fig 3). This means that after an employee submits a form, the form data has to be sent to the application server. At the application server the Completion Time is determined but the completion of the activity requires further processing of the data. In particular, an external web service is called (e.g., the bureau of credit registration, BKR in Dutch). After receiving the result of the web service the state change is logged in the event log and a State Change ID is assigned automatically. Thus, the point in time when Completion Time is recorded and when a State Change ID is assigned may differ, which may result in an order inconsistency.

In the use case we observed that the time difference between form submission (when the employee finishes) and the logged Completion Time is only a few milliseconds, which is relatively low compared to the execution time of manual state changes. Further, we observed that the processing time between the determination of the Completion Time and assigning a State Change ID may vary from a few seconds up to five minutes. In other words, a state change with an ID higher than another state change, can have a Completion Time which is up to five minutes earlier. Or the other way around, a state change which has an ID which is 180 higher than another State Change ID, can have an earlier Completion Time.

2) Exceptional Operation: In case the system under investigation is a distributed system or is invoking external services, infrastructure related errors can happen. These errors are often related to the unavailability of components or services, such as, external services, the logging server or the network. Dependent on how the infrastructure has been implemented these different errors can be observed in different ways. It should be noted that these infrastructure problems can occur and can influence the quality and consistency of the available event log. Furthermore, infrastructure problems observed during a timespan influence the events related to various cases. Consequently, the only option to cleans the data is to exclude the data collected during the identified time span. Potentially more fine grained exclusion criteria can be defined, but this depends on the actual workflows and the used infrastructure.

In general infrastructure problems may result in the event log in incorrect ordering of state changes, missing state changes, or duplicate state changes. Due to network congestion, the log message of an earlier completed state change may arrive later at the event log than a state change completed later. When the sending party gets a timeout (no reaction within a certain period), which usually means that the message is lost, the event will be sent again to the event log. However it is possible that the event was in a message queue somewhere in the infrastructure, and will arrive later at the event log. Thus, two events are recorded.

The detection of infrastructure problems is hard to detect automatically. For example repeating state changes can happen due to infrastructure problems or due to a loop in the workflow. To distinguish between these two situations it is necessary to investigate the relative occurrence of these errors per time span over the complete event log. The relative number of errors in a specific time span of infrastructure problems is higher than in the remaining cases. The challenge here is to choose the right time span. If it is too short or too long, the deviations due to infrastructure problems are not significant. The time span also defines the granularity of time spans to exclude.

In the use case (see Sect II), for a period of a few days, there were network problems. Analysis of the event log showed that the system experienced a lot of network congestion for three days. This resulted in order violation on Completion Times and State Change ID’s and duplicate state change events. As a consequence, the data of these days are not usable for the further analysis, thus we exclude this data in the following steps.

B. Start Time Estimate

Estimating the start time of an activity is based on a complete order of state changes (activities), which is consistent with the partial order of the Completion Time.
First, the control flow dependencies in a workflow ensure that an activity can only start after the preceding activity has been completed. Thus, by determining the Completion Time of the preceding activity an estimate of the start time of the activity can be inferred. With regard to the example in Table I the activity Control Opening has the preceding activity Send Request. Thus, an estimate for the start time of the Control Opening activity is the completion time of the Send Request activity. This results in an estimated execution time of 26 minutes and 6 seconds as depicted in Fig 1.

Second, we make the assumption that a user can only perform one activity at a time. Thus, an activity performed by a user can only start after another activity performed by the same user has been completed. With regard to the example in Table I the activity Send Request of case 1 performed by user Andy is preceded by the completion of activity Process Start of case 2. Thus, an estimate for the start time of the Send Request activity is the completion time of the Process Start activity. This results in an estimated execution time of 5 minutes and 40 seconds as depicted in Fig 1.

Thus, the estimated start time of an activity is the maximum of

- the completion time of the preceding activity of the same process, and
- the completion time of the preceding activity of the same user.

Consequently, the start time of the first activity in a process can only be estimated based on the preceding activity of the same user since there is no preceding activity in the process. In Sect IV-D we will discuss two options of user behavior conflicting with this basic inference and how to deal with these conflicts.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Static requirement</th>
<th>Dynamic requirement</th>
<th>Cleansing action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>delayed logging</td>
<td>different systems or completion definitions</td>
<td>order inconsistencies in ID and time based orders</td>
<td>introduce new ID guaranteeing absolute order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>network problem (exceptional operation)</td>
<td>different systems or external system calls</td>
<td>(a) duplicate state changes: 2 events representing 1 event, (b) higher probability of out of order events in the complete system, or (c) missing state changes in case of an independent logging system</td>
<td>remove data of inferred time span with exceptional operation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Process Instance based Cleansing**

The third step investigates the event log per process instance, also called case, and marks complete cases as unsuitable for performance model mining. In particular, we are considering special test cases performed on the system, as well as special deadlock and livelock errors.

1) **Test cases**: Productive systems undergo an evolution over time, thus hardware and software updates are performed. To ensure the reliable operation of the software, i.e., the implemented processes, it is necessary to perform tests. Test data should be excluded from the event log. To exclude the test cases from the event log criteria have to be determined to identify activities in the event log to be part of a test case. Often used criteria are specific users used to perform activities in the corresponding test process instances or specific days of a week or times of a day when test process instances are performed.

In the use case the test cases have been performed during the weekend. No specific test users have been used. Therefore, all process instances which had activities completed during the weekend have been marked as test cases and removed from the event log.

2) **Deadlock state changes**: Due to a bug in the code or any other error it can happen that a process case is blocked in a state (i.e., endlessly waiting for the exit criteria). In that case a user with admin rights can manually perform a state change, ignoring the exit criteria. If multiple cases are blocked, a programmer can make an automated script which puts these cases in the desired state. Ideally, the transitions which are executed ignoring the criteria should be flagged, such that, these can easily be excluded in the generation of the performance model. If this is not the case, these state changes have to be filtered out based on a determined criterium. This can be done manually by asking the administrator which transitions were performed outside the normal flow. Another way is to extract the business rules and then exclude the state changes which do not conform to these rules. An automated method is to filter state changes executed by persons, which are normally done by the software system. Since they are normally automatic activities a state change performed by a person is an indication of an exceptional state change, although it remains still unclear whether this is due to a deadlock or another reason. Anyhow, such cases should be excluded from the event log.

3) **Livelock state changes**: A livelock is similar to a deadlock, except that the process continuously performs state changes but is unable to complete the process, i.e., the process execution cannot leave a loop. For example, the system repeatedly tries to invoke an external web service, but each time this gives an error (going from the invocation external web service state to the error state).

Livelocks can be detected by counting the repetitions of a certain transition. If the count is above a certain threshold (e.g., five repetitions), the system should give an
alert to fix this error. If the system does not have such functionality, livelocks can be treated similar to deadlocks, since they must be resolved through the intervention of an admin user by resolving infrastructure problems or by manually performing a state change again. Since livelocks are exceptional situations, the corresponding cases must be excluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Static requirement</th>
<th>Dynamic requirement</th>
<th>Cleansing action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Test cases</td>
<td>test cases performed in the system</td>
<td>specific characteristics of the data, e.g. specific user, specific time</td>
<td>exclude the complete case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>deadlock</td>
<td>automatic state changes exist</td>
<td>(a) automatic state changes performed by an admin, or (b) deviation of the performer of a state change from observed behavior</td>
<td>exclude the complete case for performance mining, but not for control flow mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Livelock</td>
<td>Loops in workflow</td>
<td>repetition of some state changes per case more that a certain threshold derived from the application</td>
<td>exclude the complete case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III
SUMMARY OF PROCESS INSTANCE CLEANSING RULES

D. Histogram based Cleansing

Based on the remaining process instances in the event log, the next step is to investigate the histograms of activity durations with the same label over all process instances. The duration is defined as the difference between the Completion Time of an activity and its estimated start time. Based on the histogram a threshold can be defined, i.e., when a duration is considered a too strong deviation from expectations. For these activities, the start time is set to unknown and these activities are not further considered. In the following two reasons for strong deviations are investigated.

1) Working Hours of Users: A challenge for start time estimation of activities is that working hours are not precisely fixed. Let’s say Jim completed the last activity on Tuesday at 17:00 and the next activity completion is Wednesday at 9:05, this doesn’t mean that Jim took 16 hours and five minutes to complete a task.

We assume the end time of a certain day for a person is the completion time of the last activity that day. Thus, if a person’s last activity of a day is at 16:45, we assume that this person works till 16:45. Determining the start time of a person’s working day is more difficult. We could assume a person always starts at 9:00 sharp, or we could ignore that activity.

The proposed approach is to approximate the start time of a person at a specific day, by subtracting the average execution time for the first activity that day minus its Completion Time. Thus, Jim takes in average 3 minutes for state change B. At a certain day, B is the first state change of Jim, completed at 9:05. In this case, we assume Jim started at 9:02. Thus, instead of the 17:00 of the previous day, we assume the start time is 9:02 of the same day.

2) Non-visible Activities: In the proposed approach we assume that a user is only working on the system under investigation. However, a person also performs other tasks in addition to working in this particular system. For example, when user Jim completes the state change ‘send request’ at 09:48, then attends a meeting till 11:00, and then completes the state change ‘control opening’ at 11:05, the system will assume that it took Jim 65 minutes to execute state change ‘control opening’, instead of the actual five minutes work. We call such activities, (e.g. attending a meeting, having a coffee break or lunch, or working in a different system) non-visible activities, since they are activities of the user, but they are not documented in the event log.

However, if we take a sufficiently large data set, the ratio of non-visible activities and visible activities is spread out evenly. And if we assume that the ratio of non-visible activities and visible activities remains constant over time, this ratio also holds for predictions based on a derived performance model. This line of reasoning does not hold anymore, if for example the management decides that users must perform non-visible activities with higher priority than visible activities.

The threshold for the extreme values can be determined either by a percentile score (e.g., the upper 10 percent of the values), by z-score (e.g., more than two standard deviations above the average), or by domain experts. A method for determining a threshold by domain experts, is by asking one or preferably multiple domain experts to approximate the execution time for the worst case scenario of a specific activity. The average or maximum of these approximations, possibly multiplied by a certainty factor (e.g., a factor two), can be determined as threshold. For example, three experts give a time estimate of respectively 15, 20 and 30 minutes as worst case scenario of activity A. The maximum time of 30 minutes is multiplied by two, which gives a threshold of 60 minutes.

To illustrate the effect, we consider the ‘send request’ activity of the use case workflow as discussed in Sect II. In total there are 4774 executions of this activity remaining in the dataset. 1 The related histogram of the durations of this activity is depicted in Fig 4. The average duration of the activity is 229 sec and the standard deviation is 319 sec indicating that the deviation of the data is quite big. Applying a threshold of a percentile of 10% on the data, means that all durations longer than 510 sec are neglected, which excludes 490 activities in the data set. Following the

1 It should be noted that these are numbers which can be directly mapped to the actual number, but are not the real numbers.
z-score approach, all data above 865 sec are ignored, which affects 223 activities in the dataset. And finally following the estimation from experts, the worst case estimate was 30 minutes, which results in a threshold of 3600 sec not affecting the dataset at all.

E. Data Independence Test

The last step is to perform an analysis of the independence assumption of the data. In a performance model the assumption is that executing an activity follows always the same distribution independent of the day of the week, the experience of the user, or the user itself. Since all the characteristics mentioned are categorical data, we propose to perform a \( \chi^2 \) test for homogeneity\[2\]. The aim is to determine whether the distributions of durations observed in each category can be considered as having the same distribution. A basic requirement of the approach is that more than 80\% of the durations contain at least 5 observations. We will illustrate below the approach for the relation between the week day in which an activity is completed and the duration of an activity. The remaining criteria can be applied in a similar way. Alternatively, other tests like Fisher’s exact test could be applied.

It should be noted that although some information like a weekday or a measure of experience could be represented as a continuous number, we consider them categorical information anyway. This is because we do not think that twice the number of a weekday has any meaning. In case of experience, e.g. measured by the number of cases performed, we do not see that twice the amount of cases means twice the experience. Therefore, we treat them as categorical data.

1) Weekday independence: The analysis for the weekday is based on data contained in Table IV and visualized in Fig 5 for activity ‘new request’ based on the cleansed data. The numbers provided represent the duration distribution as a percentage of the overall number of executions for a particular weekday. Percentages are used instead of absolute numbers since the variations in the absolute number per weekday were so high that the test would not provide reliable results. To perform the \( \chi^2 \) test these percentages are multiplied by a constant (e.g., 100) in order to get real numbers to perform the test.

In particular, a value is calculated based on the following formula:

\[
Q = \sum_{r,c} \frac{(O_{r,c} - E_{c})^2}{E_{c}}
\]

where \( r \) is the number of durations, \( c \) is the number of categories, \( E_{c} \) is the expected number of instances for category \( c \), and \( O_{r,c} \) is the observed duration for category \( c \) and duration \( r \). The expected instance number \( E_{c} \) can be calculated as the average of the observed instance numbers for category \( c \), thus

\[
E_{c} = \sum_{r} \frac{O_{r,c}}{n}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of categories. The null hypothesis that the same distribution applies for all categories can be verified if the calculated value \( Q \) is below \( \chi^2_{df} \), which is the \( \alpha \) quantile of the \( \chi^2 \) distribution for a degree of freedom \( df \). The degree of freedom is given by \( df = (#columns - 1) \times (#rows - 1) \).

Applying these formulas to the data presented above produce the following results: the degree of freedom \( df \) is 60 and the 99\% quantile of the \( \chi^2 \) distribution is \( \chi^2_{60;0.99} = 37.4848 \). The determined \( Q \) value is 8.2686, which is below the quantile and therefore the distributions observed per weekday are considered to be based on the same distribution. Thus, the observed durations are independent of a particular weekday.

2) Iteration independence: A process may contain cycles/loops. It has to be checked whether the durations per iteration are equally distributed, i.e., whether the second iteration generally takes less time than the first one. We apply the same approach to the data for the ‘new request’ activity presented in Table V and visualized in Fig 6. In the table the first occurrence of the activity and the later repetitions are considered. The latter repetitions are not

---

2Estimated value taken from the evaluation section (see Sect V).
Calculating the $Q$ value results in $Q = 71.1563$. Since $\chi^2_{0.05} = 1.239$ is significantly below the $Q$ value the null hypothesis is not valid, and thus, the first and the subsequent iterations do not follow the same distribution.

In the example process, the activity 'New Request' can be repeated multiple times for one process case. In particular, the assigned roles remain the same, but the work performed in the activity itself differs. In the first iteration, the full client data has to be obtained, while in the later iterations only partial information has to be adapted. A second iteration is required in case an error has to be resolved or the back office needs additional information. This second or further iterations take significantly less time than the first one. As a consequence the iterations of activities have to be distinguished for creating a performance model.

3) Discussion: Having data independence is a critical requirement for determining a performance model. In case data dependency is concluded a possible solution is to resolve these dependencies by further distinguishing activities. In the loop scenario, a possibility would be to classify the 'new request' activity as contained in the original event log into two activities: 'first new request' and 'repeated new request' activity. Based on this distinction data independence can be confirmed and a performance model can be derived.

In situations where a refinement of activities is applied, the histogram based cleansing and the data independence test have to be repeated to determine a cleansed event log, which can be used to mine a performance model.

V. Evaluation

The result of the approach presented in this paper is a cleansed event log, which can be used for mining the control flow or performance models. Since the motivation in this paper was related to process performance, and since the performance model is strongly dependent on the start time estimates defined in the presented approach, the evaluation will focus on this aspect.

The aim of the evaluation is to see whether the performance model per activity which can be directly derived from the cleansed event log, conforms to the expectations of the managers in the company. Since there is no performance model available at the company, we made a questionnaire for the analyst in the bank and the analyst of the software supplier to estimate the durations for activities of a process. The time-estimates follow the Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) [3]. The idea is that a domain expert gives three time estimates for each activity: an optimistic estimate, or the minimum time in the most favorable conditions, a pessimistic time as in most unfavorable conditions and the most likely time. The expected time for each activity is a weighted average of these estimates, following the formula (optimistic time + 2x average time + pessimistic time)/4.

This assessment has been performed for several activities not just the 'new request' activity as depicted in Table VI. The conclusion is that the data in the cleansed log file is indeed in the range of the expected durations. In case of the 'new request activity' the durations contained in the log file is in average about 4 minutes while the optimistic estimate of the experts has been 3 and 5 minutes. Adding the standard deviation observed in the log file, we get around 10 minutes which is the estimated average. The challenge with the PERT method is that there is an assumption made on the underlying distribution, which may deviate in the actually observed distribution.

### Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weekday</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>120</th>
<th>160</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>280</th>
<th>320</th>
<th>More</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6. Visualization of the Loop Probability Distribution in Percent**

Further distinguished simply because otherwise the dataset gets too small. As it can be seen we already reduced the number of durations considered compared to Table IV since there was not sufficient data available.

### Table V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>120</th>
<th>160</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>280</th>
<th>320</th>
<th>More</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>first</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repetition</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table V Loop Probability Distribution in Percent**
It should be noted that not all event logs are focusing on performance of control flow mining. For example, in [10] the authors base their work on change logs, i.e., documenting ad-hoc changes performed on process instances. These change logs are then used to mine reference models.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper we propose a systematic approach to prepare event log data from semi-structured processes for the derivation of a performance model. In particular, the main goal is to estimate the start time of an activity in the process. This is necessary, since in a semi-structured process, activities are not always performed solely in one computer system and therefore the start time of an activity cannot be acquired automatically. The start time estimates are checked for outliers based on various errors and the independence of situational characteristics is checked. The resulting event log can then be further used in combination with process mining techniques to actually infer a performance model.

Future work will strengthen the evaluation of our approach and apply it to more commercial scenarios.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>analyst of software supplier</td>
<td>best case 3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average case 10.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worst case 30.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average 13.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analyst bank</td>
<td>best case 5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average case 10.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worst case 30.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average 13.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>event log</td>
<td>average 3.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>standard deviation 5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI
SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED AND GUESSED DURATIONS

Over all activities investigated it turns out that the bank analyst is more optimistic with his estimates and as a consequence is closer to the estimates contained in the cleansed event log. We presented the results of this study to the experts and they found the discrepancy with the estimates contained in the log file explainable. Overall they were content with the accuracy of the results. Our aim in the coming period is to get more experts involved and extend the investigation to more processes and activities, and larger data sets to get a better empirical basis for the evaluation.

VI. Related Work

There is quite some related work on performance model mining. Many approaches have been implemented in the context of ProM [4] and are based on event logs provided in the Mining Extensible Markup Language (MXML) [5]. Rozinat et al. [5] present an approach to mine simulation models from these MXML event logs. The idea is to automatically generate a process model, represented as a Colored Petri Net (CPN). Depending on the richness of the event log, the resulting CPN may cover not only the control-flow perspective, but also the resource and performance perspective. However, all approaches around the ProM tool assume that the event log contains the start and end time of an activity, which is not the case in our scenario.

However, there is also some literature making less assumptions on the available event logs. For example, in [6] the authors try to derive the relation between events and process instance assuming there is no explicit data available to make the link. In [7] the authors address noisy event logs and ways of dealing with it. However, the focus there is not on performance models.

Classical performance models, such as, Queuing Networks [8] or stochastic Petri Nets [9] assume that the complete system is modeled. The models can then be used either to perform an equilibrium analysis or a transient analysis. In our situation the event log does not capture the complete system but only a part. To be able to apply classical performance models we have to make strong assumptions on the non-represented systems to apply classical analysis.